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Tlircc altcrnativc sccnarios to thc mucll dcbatcd prcscnt organization of tllc Lithuanian Statc forcst scctor arc cxaniincd: (i)
the i n t e g ~ . a t ~ twhcrc
l,
all functions arc dclcgatcd to onc ccntral administrative authority - thc Danish prototypc, (ii) tlrc
conrnrcr-ciulisd, whcrc Statc forcsts arc n~anagcdby a co~nnicrcialStatc company - tlic Irish prototypc, and (iii) tlrr ntinirnalistic,
wlicrc only ncgligiblc forcst arcas of spccial importance rcmain in Statc owncrship - thc Swcdish prototypc. Tlic sccnarios arc
asscsscd according to six ilnpcrativcs: (i) sort out tlic ambiguity of thc prcscnt structurc, (ii) incrcasc tllc profitability, (iii) rcducc
tlic lcvcl of public spending, (iv) accommodate changcs in owncrship structurc, (v) rcly.011 a holistic approach, and (vi) comply
wit11 tllc national forcst policy. If adoptcd, any of thc sccnarios would most likcly irnprovc tlic various clcmcnts of Statc forcstry,
altliougll in substantially diffcrcnt ways. Politicians will takc tllc final dccision that cnay bc supported by tllc findings of this study.
Key words: Statc forcstry. Lithuania, Europc, institutional fra~ncwork,sccnario analysis

Introduction
Like the rest of the Society, Lithuanian forestry has
undergone significant changes since restoration of independence 10 years ago and radical changes are still
in progress. The key drivers to this development are
the fundamentally altered economic conditions and the
ongoing forest privatisation. By January 2000, some 20
per cent of Lithuania's forest area had been privatised.
Other 27 per cent are reserved for privatisation although
the exact structure of future ownership to this substantial forest area is still uncertain.
The remaining 53 per cent is managed by State
Forest Enterprises, SFEs, that are direct descendants of
the Soviet leskhozes. In addition to the traditional tasks
of forest management, SFEs have the functions of consultancy and control of private forest owners, e.g. issuing of felling permissions. This arrangement is in discordance with market principles as SFEs gain authority
over their only rivals in the production of timber.
Contrary to lower administrative levels, top forestry administration has experienced significant structural
changes in the 1990s. In 1996, the Ministry of Forestry
was changed into a department at the Ministry of Agriculture and in 1998 transferred to the Ministry of Environment, as Department of Forest and Protected Areas, DFPA. These changes were made in an attempt to
optimise Ministerial structures rather than as a result
of deliberate sector policy. The most decisive institutional rearrangement occurred in 1996, when General

Forest Enterprise, GFE, was established to better coordinate the con~mercialactivities in SFEs, whereas
DFPA was given the administrative function with respect to formulation of the national forest policy and
provision of services to the public administration. SFEs,
DFPA, Forest Inventory and Management !nstitute
(FIMI) and Forest Control Section at the State Environmental Protectorate share the implementation of the
national forest policy (Figure 1).
However, the division of functions is not as clear
as it might appear at the first glance. Administrative
function is, as expected, fulfilled mainly by DFPA, which
is responsible for, e.g. the formulation of legal documents related to forestry. DFPA also holds a certain
degree of jurisdiction over SFEs, e.g. in regard to extension and control functions towards the private forest sector and the adjustments of the overall administrative framework such as appointment of SFE managers. In addition, the con~mercialgame management in
State forests is coordinated by DFPA.
The role of GFE in commercial matters becomes
even fuzzier due to the system of financing. The economic turnover from commercial forest management is
gathered in the Forest Fund, which basically is working as "bank account" for each SFE. The economic independence of SFEs is, however, somewhat modified as
some of the surplus on the "bank account" of a SFE is
transferred to the central part of the Forest Fund, for
use in covering possible deficits of other SFEs. Further,
a part of the Forest Fund is used to finance other ele-
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Figure 1. T h e present organization o f the Lithuanian State forest sector.
Modified from Brukas (1999)

ments of the State forest sector such as FIMI and the
consultant service to private forestry. The administration of the Forest Fund is done mainly by DFPA.
The present structure has brought little else than
overlapping of functions and tensions between the two
main administrative authorities. The deficiency of the
institutional framework is regarded as one of the most
serious issues in Lithuanian forestry and is subject to
ongoing debate, e.g. (Vasiliauskas 1999, Brukas 2000a).
Vested political interests rule the debate, as the issue
has not been subject to scientific investigation. This
paper addresses the future development of the Lithuanian State forest sector by examining several scenarios
as alternatives to the present structural framework.
Theoretical prerequisites
Addressing the formation and implementation of
forest policies, Merlo and Paveri (1997) stress the importance of choosing not only one most appropriate
policy tool for solving a certain problem, but searching
for an optimal tools mix consisting, e.g. of various juridical-mandatory and economic-financial tools. They
acknowledge that the institutional framework has essential importance for the application of any possible forest policy tool. Insufficient research on adequate topics often is the root of failure in forest policy. Similar

concern is expressed by Hagenstein (1989) who underlines the descriptive nature of research on institutions,
which to a great extent applies also to this study.
Classifying the main functions and policy instruments facilitates analysis of the structural organization.
The functions of State forestry may be divided into
three main groups: (i) The administrative function is
twofold: inwardly directed towards administration of
physical management structures of State forestry itself;
outwardly directed as a part of public administration,
e.g. in regard to private forestry. (ii) The comniercial
function has traditionally been to contribute to the
economic base of the State, by'appropriately utilising
the forest resource. (iii) The function of contribution
to policies in other sectors is the primary objective in
many countries. State forestry usually has a substantial weight in contributing to a country's environmental and economic policies, including nature conservation, regional development, trade policy and redistribution of wealth. Social policy is also affected, e.g. by the
provision of recreational facilities.
Structural organization of the State forest sector is
linked with forest policy but exact determination of the
relationship is difficult. Ideally, the structure of the
sector is a political decision arising from national forest policy. In practice, the opposite link is often observed, as top forestry authority plays the key role in

S C E N A R I O S FOR THE FUTURE LITHUANIAN STATE FOREST SECTORP.formulating the forest policy and, like any other institution, attempts to persist its routines beyond the historical moment and conditions (March and Olsen 1989).
In any case, implementation of national forest policy is
a core responsibility of the State forest sector. The
available instruments may be grouped as follows: (i)
juridical, mainly expressed through supervision of the
national forest law, (ii) rtornzative or demonstrative, by
which the imitation of good stewardship is created, and
(iii) incerttives, extension or financial initiatives.

Materials and methods
Analytical process
The overall methodological approach is a scenario
analysis, i.e. several alternative structural arrangements
of the State forest sector are compared. The analytical
process comprises five steps (Figure 2).
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Step I relies on the background and contents of
the forest policy and institutional framework in Lithuanian forestry. The current settings and potential for their
improvement are examined through studies of the available literature on contemporary Lithuanian forest policy as well as through extensive direct cotnmunication
with key officials in relevant institutions and organizations, including DFPA, GFE, selected SFEs, FIMI, Centre of Forest Economics, Association of Private Forest
Owners, and Union of Foresters. Based on this analysis, Step 2 identifies imperatives that serve in subsequent steps as assessment criteria for alternative scenarios. The scenarios are created in Step 3, where experiences of selected European countries are analysed.
The actual outlining of the scenarios is done by adopting the structure of State forestry in the selected countries to the Lithuanian context.
Findings of Steps 2 and 3 could be regarded as
partial results of the analysis but are here considered
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to be material for the core Step 4, where the principal
results are obtained. In Step 4, the imperatives are examined and assessed for each scenario in a scorecard
where scores range from -3 to +3 including the neutral
value of 0. The continuation of the present administrative structure serves as a Scenario 0 and each imperative is initially assigned the zero-value to this scenario. The score of each alternative scenario is linked to
the degree of fulfilment of the individual imperative so
that positive points mean an improvement in relation

to Scenario 0, whereas negative values mean deterioration as compared to the continuation of the present
structure. To a limited degree, adjustments are made to
the scenarios in order to remedy the lacking ability of
fulfilling one or more of the imperatives. Finally, Step 5
brings the general recomn~endationsseen as an input
to the debate on the future structure of the Lithuanian
State forest sector.

ership. In Sweden, only legislative and control functions
are kept within the State administration, whereas the
forest land and commercial production are privatised.
Key figures on the forest sector of these countries are
presented in Table 1
Table I. Key figures on forest sector in selected countries
( 1 998-1999)
Lithuania Dcnniark
1.980
450
Forer! covcr. Sb
30
II
Share of State foresls. %
53
25
Self-sufficiency on forest products. 40
152
23

Forest land. 1000 ha

lrnperatives
Imperatives are here defined as general principles
on which any chosen strategy for change should depend. Regarding the present situation and the future
aspiration for a balanced sustainable development of
Lithuanian forestry, six such imperatives may be outlined. Thus, the future structure of the Lithuanian State
forest sector should:
(i) Sort out the ambiguity in respect of the distribution of responsibilities, both within the State forest
sector and in the relationship between State and private forestry.
(ii) Increase, or at least maintain, the present profitability of State forestry.
(iii) Maintain, or preferably reduce, the level of
public spending in the State forest sector.
(iv) Accommodate the future changes in ownership
structure and be flexible enough to work under any
possible end result of the ongoing restitution process.
(v) Take a holistic approach to the entire forest
sector, not forgetting the effects of State forestry on
the emerging private forest sector.
(vi) Be in compliance with the national forest policy and support its implementation.
Apart from all this, the future structure should not
conflict with any of the fundamentals of other sector
policies or national political foundations of the Lithuanian Society.
Scenarios
The Scenario 0 assumes continuation of the
present organizational structure as found by January,
2000. As sources of inspiration for alternative scenarios, three European countries have been selected so that
the scenarios would reflect the characteristic ways of
State forestry organization in Europe. Denmark represents an integrated approach, where commercial and
non-commercial forest interests are encompassed in
State departmental organization. In Ireland, the commercial forestry has been separated from the rest of the
State forest sector but still remains in the public own-

Ireland
600
9
70
06

Swedcn
22.610

65
3
300

Der~~izark
- ail integrnted approach
One of the fundamental changes introduced to
Danish forestry with.the 1996 Forest Act was the equal
priority given to wood production and non-wood benefits (Melles 2000). In State forests, even greater ernphasis is put on the latter. Forestry administration is concentrated in the Forest and Nature Agency at the Ministry of Environment and Energy, relating its responsibilities to the management of nature resources in a
broad sense. State forest districts carry out the physical management of State forests and the implementation of the national forest policy. The integrated structure complies with policy priorities, where support of
other sector policies, especially environmental, plays a
major role. Policy i~nplementationrelies mainly on incentives and normative actions, while the supervision
of the Forest Act is relatively indulgent.
Ireland - a comrnercialised approaci~
Contents of the strategic forest documents (Department of Agriculture.. . 1996) imply a production-focused
national forest policy with a clear multifunctional fingerprint. This orientation was confirmed in 1989 when Coillte
- The Irish Forestry Board Limited, IFBL was established.
Despite the commercialisation, IFBL remains in public
ownership and fulfils a number of non-commercial functions related to State forestry. National forest policy is
implemented by the Irish Forest Service that relies on
strict supervision and strong financial incentives, whereas the normative role is less apparent. The dominant
market position of IFBL is not harmful at present as
mature timber is almost absent on private estates, yet
market discrepancies will likely ensue the revision of the
current structure in foreseeable future.
Sweden - a nlirtimalistic approach
The fact that the Ministry of Industry and Commerce is overall responsible for forestry indicates emphasis on commercial timber production, even if the
latest Forestry Act (1994) propagates the importance of
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non-market outputs. Major structural change occurred
in 1993194 when the former State forest property (3.3
million ha or 13 per cent of the total forest area) together
with State forest industries was transferred to the pri:
vate company Assi-Domln (Carnegie AB 1999). Two
major objectives were to i~nprovethe commercial performance of State forestry and to inject capital to the
Exchequer. In 1999, circa 900,000 ha was transferred from
Assi-Domiin to the newly created State company
Sveaskog and State shares in Assi-Doman were reduced
from 50.2 to 35 per cent. Assi-Doman could increase
profitability, since much of the transferred area was lowproductive. The State, on tlie other hand, got some area
at its disposal, e.g. for assigning land for conservation
purposes. However, the firm tradition of strong commercially oriented private forestry, and the minor extent to
which State forestry owns or manages forestland, allows depicting the Swedish approach as minimalistic.
The National Forestry Board implements the national forest policy and, together with its regional offices, js
responsible for forest inventory and environmental matters. The Board relies on rather strict supervision, e.g.
forest owners are obliged to notify the regional office of
all major silvicultural operations. Normative means and
forestry extension are also well developed.
E~iropeart overview
It is interesting to clarify how the three approaches
above overarch the variation of institutional forestry
organisation in the rest of Europe. A number of countries have been overlooked and the findings are shown
in Table 2. Sometimes organizational structure may not
be assigned strictly to one of the approaches, as in the
Table 2. The approach to State forestry in selccted European

countries. Parcnthcscs indicate differing elcmcnts in addition
to the dominant approach
Integrated
Austn'al
BulgariZ
Denmark
Estonia'
France3
Finland'
Flanders
Germany'
Ireland
Latvia'

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

(x)

X

X

Norway'

Poland'
Sweden
UK'

Commercialised Minimalistic

X

X

PI

fXl

X

(XI
X

Referencar: 1) Kosenkranius (2000), 2)
Stoyanov (1999), 3) Officc National de For61
(2000), 4) Westphal(2000)
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case of Poland. Without going into details, it is seen that
the conimercialised approach is the most common, especially in countries where structural change has been
carried out in recent years: Austria (1997), Estonia (1999),
Latvia (2000), Finland (1992), and Norway (1993).

Results
Application of scenarios in Litliuania

The integrated structure means that all functions
of the State forest sector are represented in one central
administrative agency (Figure 3). In this case, GFE is
abolished and the State forest holdings transferred directly to DFPA. The forestland is divided into a number
of forest regions con~prising:(i) a number of forest districts, for~nedon the basis of former SFEs, and (ii) any
national park and other protected area, located within
the physical boundaries of the forest region. The forest district is organized in a number of management
units, dealing only with State forest holdings, and a unit
for control and extension directed towards the private
forest owners.

Figure 3. Organization of
tlie State forest sector
under Scenario A: The

Fanes1 C o n l ~ aand
l

Integrated

The economic contribution to the State budget
from the national forests comes primarily from tax revenues, as State forests are taxed in the same way as
private forest owners. Apart from this, the forest regions contribute to the financing of the central DFPA
and associated institutions. This is done through budgeting, where the Division of Accounting and Finances,
in cooperation with the Planning Division, sets out the
annual budget for the individual forest regions. In this,
the contribution from the region to the financing of the
central administration for the following year is specified. It is hereafter up to the forest region to seek the
best possible financial result in fulfilling these overhead
costs.
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In Scenario B, GFE is transferred to a State company structure, holding the sole responsibility for the
management of all State forestland, except for national
parks and other forests with non-commercial status,
e.g. within protected areas. The Lithuanian State Forest Company, LSFC, concentrates on the commercial
function of the State forest sector, other functions being left to the responsibility of DFPA (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Organization of thc State
forest sector under Scenario B: The
Commercialized

LSFC is working under the same conditions as any
other private limited company within the forest sector,
e.g. in regard to stewardship regulations and taxation.
In addition to commercial forest management, the company can expand its business into other forestry related areas such a s wood processing, contracting, and
extension services. LSFC is, however, owned by the
Ministry of Environment, which affects the running of
the company in a number of ways, e.g. the Minister
appoints and removes the directors and the chairman
of the company's board of directors.
Within DFPA, the loss of SFEs leads to a need for
an alternative structure of local representation throughout the country. A system of regional offices of DFPA
secures the implementation of the forest policy, thus
serving as the link between Society's interests in forestry and the management of all forestland.
The economic contribution to the State budget
comes primarily from taxation of LSFC. However, the
Minister has the power to assign part of the revenue
from the company to the financing of other parts of the
forest sector or other sectors. As a general rule, the
revenue remains with the company, enabling its further
consolidation.

-
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Scerrnrio C: The Mirzimalistic
Scenario C results in the creation of two new companies, abolishment of GFE and reduction of the tasks
carried out by DFPA (Figure 5). The Private Limited
Timber Company, PLTC, is created as the State sells all
its commercial forestlands, except those having binding status, e.g. in national parks. The purchase of
shares in PLTC is open to anybody but the Government
retains a relatively large proportion of the shares,

- Subjugation
................

Ownership and limited administrative control

-..-.

Service provision

though not the majority. This secures the possibility to
affect the management of the substantial part of the
country's forest resources now managed by PLTC, and
allows expecting future dividends from the shares.
Seeking to manage the remaining State forest area
efficiently, the State company Nature Parks of Lithuania Limited, NPLL, is formed under the Ministry of Environment. NPLL is in theory self-financed, getting its
earnings from commercial forestry within its area, fees
from visitors, and compensation from the State budget
for the additional forest management considerations
with respect to recreation, amenity, biodiversity, etc.
The main contribution to the State budget stems
from taxation, including taxation of PLTC. Apart from
this, the Government obtains dividends from the stocks
of the company. A minor contribution to the Exchequer
comes via taxation of NPLL. One major issue regarding
the economics of this scenario is the one-time contribution to the Exchequer, arising from the selling of State
forest property to the private company.
Imperatives versus Scenarios
The combined scores of the three scenarios are
presented in Table 3. In the following, the findings are
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Timber Company

Deparlment of Forests and Protected Areas

-..-. .-.

Subjugation
Ownership and limited administrative control

Service provision
Minority shareholder along with other investors

Table 3. The combined scorecard for all scenarios
Sccnario A Sccnario B
Imperative i)

a
b

2

Imperative ii)
Imperative iii)
Imperative iv)
Imperative v)
Imperative i) a

1
1

0
1
1

b

I

0

Sccnario C
3
3
3
3
-3
-I
-3
2
2

2
3
2
2
-1

0

Figure 5. Organization of the State
forcst under Scenario C: The Minimalistic.

commercial function, where the latter is directly linked
to the management of the State forest properties. Regarding ib, Scenario A results in no change in relation
to the present structure. On the other hand, the clear
distinction of the functions under Scenarios B and C
enables DFPA to concentrate its efforts on control and
implementation of the national forest policy, where all
ownership forms are treated in similar ways.

-1

briefly commented on seeking to provide an impression
of the key elements of evaluation.
Imperative i: Sort out the arizbiguity of the preserit
strrtcture
The ambiguity primarily arises due to the elements
of doubling in duties and functions of DFPA and GFE,
the double submission of SFEs to both DFPA and GFE,
and the conflicting role of SFE towards the private forest owners, being simultaneously controller, provider of
extension and competitor on the wood market. The twosidedness of the imperative is best addressed by dividing it into two parts, where ia is the relations within
the State forestry sector and ib is the relations between
the elements of State and private forestry.
Regarding ia, all three scenarios would result in a
reduced ambiguity of the structure within the State forest sector. In scenario A, this is achieved by reducing
the number of highest administrative authorities within
the Ministry, thus clarifying the areas of responsibility
and simplifying the chain of command between the
administrative and physical management levels. Scenarios B and C create a very clear division in the organizational structure between the administrative and the

Inzperative ii: Increase o r a t least rnaintairr profitability
Comparing the profitability of State forestry in different countries is somewhat troublesome, as commercial preconditions (composition of tree species, age
class distribution, price structure, labour costs, etc.)
and accounting principles differ among the countries.
This should, however, not prevent the attempt to make
such an evaluation. The profitability is well described
by the profit ratio (pre-tax profit / turnover x 100 per
cent) that shows the capability of making money with
whatever natural resource is available. Table 4 shows
that Sweden and Ireland are doing significantly better
than Lithuania and Denmark. Of interest is the fact that
Sweden has the lowest net annual increment per hectare but the best economic performance. The annual
increment of the Swedish forests is a mere half of that
in Ireland, 55% of the Danish equivalent, and two thirds
of the increment of Lithuanian forests (UN/ECE 1992;
Forest Inventory ... 1998). The findings lead to a tentative conclusion that the profitability of the forest management is increasing parallel to the degree of private
ownership.
The scores of Scenarios B and C are consistent
with the findings in Table 4, whereas Scenario A has
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Table 4. Key figures on profitability in commercial Statc forestry (1998)
Cornrnercial state forest land, million Ila
Turnover*, rnillio~~
EUR
Turnover per hectare, EURI ha
Profit before tax*, million EUR
Profit per hectare, EUR
Profit ratio
Number of employees
Ernployccs per 1,000 ha of forestland

~ i t l ~ u a n i a " l>cnniark2'
0.98
0.1 3
80.5
24.7
82.1
190.0
3.8
-5.8
3.9
-44.6
4.8
10,700.
1,429.
5.8
11.0

lrclar~d"
0.35
104.8
299.4
19.0
54.3
18.1
1,068.
3.1

~wcdcn''
3.30
575.3
174.3
173.8
52.7
30.2
1,063.
0.3

*Wood-processing activitics arc cxcludcd.
Rcfcrc~lccs: I ) Forcst Invc~~tory
... ( 1 998). Misku ir Snug.. . ( 1 999); 2) Skov- og
Naturstyrclscn (1999): 3) Coilltc (1999); 4) A s s i l l o ~ ~(1999).
~ll~

been given one point, even though the figures from the
Danish State forestry indicated a very poor financial
performance mainly resulting from the low priority of
the commercial function. In Lithuania, Scenario A is likely to increase profitability since individual budgetary
demands on the forest regions should replace the
present system where a great part of profits is transferred to the central Forest Fund. In this way, motivation for economic efficiency is created, as forest regions
have at their disposal any would-be surplus of the commercial activities.
Imperative iii: Maintairz, or preferably reduce the
level of public sperldirtg
One of the key figures in evaluating the level of
public spending in the State forest sector is the number
of officials dealing with policy and other general issues
of the sector, as well as people employed with the implementation of the national forest policy. Applying
Scenario A, the restructuring can be based on the existing structure of State forestry. SFEs can merge and
be transformed into forest regions and the number of
forest districts can likewise be reduced, as privatisation
of the forestland proceeds, which in turn would reduce
the public spending. Nevertheless, even if the present
structure is maintained, reduction of SFEs is expected,
as the land area under their management is gradually
reduced. However, the simplification of the higher administrative structure within the Ministry will yield additional savings as compared to the continuation of the
present structure.
Scenario B results in creation of an entirely new
organization in order to represent DFPA at a local level
to ensure supervision of the forest law and extension to
the forest owners. In return, the creation of LSFC is expected to reduce the number of employees at all levels
due to increased efficiency. The combined effects of
Scenario B are likely to result in a decreased number of

employees in the forest authority. Similar effects might
be expected under Scenario C as well. However, according to the general principles of the link between ownership type and economical performance (as outlined under the analysis of i~nyer.ativeii), a further efficiency
gain should be expected, as part of the State owned land
is transferred to the company structure of NPLL.
The general assumptions described above are
backed by empirical figures of the number of employees in the forest authority in Lithuania, Denmark, Ireland, and Sweden, indicating an increased efficiency in
the forest authority as functional distribution between
administrative units is increased (Larsen 2000).
Ir~lperativeiv: Acconzr~zodatechanges in obvnersltip
structure
The imperative stems from the uncertainty of filture ownership to more than 500,000 ha forest land that
adds to the general ambiguity within the forest sector
and leads to a direct annual loss of some 1-1.5 million
n i h f timber harvest. Under Scenario A, the gradual
reduction of area in State ownership would be handled
by simply merging forest districts and adjusting the
number of forest regions, which is very similar to the
capabilities of the present system. Having a conipany
structure in all comn~ercialforests as in Scenario B,
uncertainty and constant changes in land resource are
very likely to cause unnecessary precariousness in
LSFC's activities. The somewhat worsened management
would be expressed through, e.g. delay of development
and cancelling of new investment projects which would
otherwise have been carried out.
The minimalistic approach in Scenario C would, however, result in a significant worsening of the situation
because of an additional serious problem. Having purchased the land from the State, PLTC would require some
kind of compensation if forced to give up production capacity of the company as restitution proceeds. Since the
restitution of property is free of charge, the Government
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would be expected to pay the compensation, or the initial
selling price to PLTC should be heavily discounted, which
implies a significant loss to the Exchequer.
lrnperafive v: Rely on Izolistic approacl~
Besides various legal and administrative inequities
between the State and private forestry (Brukas 2000b),
the central issue with regard to imperative v is the relative size of the commercial units. If a budgetary demand is levied on each of the forest regions under Scenario A, the increzsed competition between the regions
will reduce the discrepancies between the large and
small units, leading to general improvement of market
conditions. Scenario B will apparently result in deepening rather than settling the imbalance of holding size
since gathering of all commercial activities in one unit
would give a highly dominant market position. The
adverse conditions may, however, be somewhat softened as the State owns LSFC and may affect the company's management by appropriate regulations.
The possibilities for such regulation would be
sharply reduced under Scenario C, where the State
holds only a minority of shares in PLTC. In addition,
the restriction of PLTC activities would partially contradict the State's interests, since the State would seek
to maximize its income from the shares in PLTC. This
would imply a constant risk of making decisions that
are unpopular among either its fellow shareholders in
PLTC or the forest owners in the rest of the sector.
In~perativevi: Compl)]with the ~zationaljbiestpolicy
Lack of a joint document describing main directions
of forest policy highly complicates the assessment of
scenarios with regard to the overall national forest
policy. After reviewing appropriate legal acts and statements by executives, Mazeika (2000) concludes that the
general objectives of Lithuanian State forest policy are:
(i) optimization of forest cover, (ii) harmony in landscape values and biodiversity, (iii) efficient forestry, not
disturbing ecological and econonlic balance, and (iv)
development of multiple and sustainable forest use. It
is still difficult to deduce what are the main priorities,
as they remain a matter o f personal judgement. We
believe that the economic issues are of primary importance at this stage of the country's development, however, other opinions are present too. Therefore, inzperative vi is divided into two parts: via, which assumes
higher priority for economic developn~entand vib with
greater emphasis on environmental issues.

Before assessing imperative vi, we preclude the
possibility of choosing the maximum value 3, as none
of the scenarios may perfectly comply with the national forest policy in all respects. Assessment of via draws
fro111 evaluations of all previous imperatives, the highest weight being on imperatives ii and iii. All scenarios bring improvements in economic development, Scenarios B and C being superior to A, which also complies with the overall economic performance of State
forestry in Denmark, Ireland, and Sweden. If environmental aspects are underlined (vib), improved division
of functions in Scenario A is likely to positively affect
forest ~nanagementalso in respect to environmental
matters. lieduction of State control over forest resource
may have negative environmental effects in case of
Scenario B and especially C. However, the effects may
be substantially lessened if the State retains non-commercial forests in its ownership.
Using the Scor.eAoar.d
When adding up the scores of each imperative, the
immediate impression is that Scenario B comes in first
with 9 points, followed by Scenarios A and C, both
summing to 7 points. Such a result is conditioned by
the equal weighing of each imperative as well as of the
two parts of imperatives i and vi. This is not in good
cons;stcncy with the political reality. The different priorities of State forestry depend on political standpoint
and possibilities of counteracting the poor scores for
various scenarios and imperatives. Thus, just adding
the scores is not adequate. It should at least be combined with weighing of the relative importance of each
imperative, which is a purely political process.
The obtained scores indicate that Scenario C is the
one that will lead to most change in both positive and
negative direction. Scenario A, on the other hand, is
likely to iniprove the present status without having to
furida~nentallychange the entire system and thereby
reducing the risk of unforeseen negative side effects.
Furthermore, the scoreboard implies that if the privatisation process is finished quickly, some o f the gravest
disadvantages of Scenarios B and C will become irrelevant.
In conclusion, the scoreboard does not provide a
definite answer to the question o f structural change in
the Lithuanian State forestry, but rather is a useful tool
for further political discussion, eventually leading to a
final informed decision on the subject.

mSCENARIOS FOR THE FUTURE LITHUANIAN STATE FORE:ST SECTORI
Discussion and conclusions
The present scenario analysis of the Lithuanian
State forest sector yields two important insights. First,
the identification of the six imperatives provides a list of
important issues that should be addressed when outlining the strategic framework of Lithuanian State forestry.
Second, the assessment of the scenarios allows evaluating the combined effects of different priorities.
The main finding is that all of the three scenarios
would most likely result in the State forest sector better fulfilling the various needs and expectations of the
Lithuanian Society. The fundamental reason for the
overall improved economic performance is the abolishment of the Forest Fund system. By exchanging the
Forest Fund with either a budgetary demand as in Scenario A or with a direct aim of pure profit-maximization
as in Scenarios B and C, the leaders of the physical
management units are being turned away from the zeroprofit generating system of the Forest Fund. The newly introduced profit-motivating system benefits the
physical management units and the entire State forest
organization. Hereby, the return to Society as such will
also be increased.
The general European trend shows a favour for the
con~mercializedapproach to the State forest sector.
However, at least one issue strongly differentiates
Lithuania from most other countries. The ongoing process of land reform implies a vast element of uncertainty regarding the overall framework for the future State
forest sector. Furthermore, the time perspective for resolving this problem is almost in~possibleto predict, as
estimates vary from two to ten years, depending on the
source of information.
Therefore, the structural reform of the State forest
sector should be divided into two stages. The strategy
should be to adapt a certain solution until the land reform is conipleted. Hereafter, the described analytical
process should be repeated, in order to accommodate
the structure to the new circumstances. While adopting this step-wise structural reform, efforts should,
however, also be made to speed up the process of land
reform. There are two main reasons for wanting this
speed-up. First, the uncertainty of the future ownership
structure highly degrades the otherwise attractive Scenarios B and C (cf. Table 4). Second, the speed-up of
the land reform would reduce the loss of income resulting from the harvest ban on a very significant forest
area. The primary remedy for this would be to set a firm
final date for giving in claims of land to be restituted.
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Authorities could then decide the status of the land,
where no former owners have claimed ownership rights
and which is not permanently reserved for State ownership. This land could then either be transferred to
State ownership or sold.
The need for increased administrative efficiency and
better transparency in the administration of the State
forest sector speaks in favour of functional division
between the administrative and the co~nmercialfunction
as done in Scenarios B and C. I-Iowever, the conflict
between selling all State commercial forestland and the
public opinion d e f i ~ c t orules out the minimalistic approach of Scenario C. The capitalization of the vast forest resource would almost certainly have to involve foreign entities, which appears to be colliding with the fundamentals of Lithuania's general policy towards land
ownership. Scenario B will, therefore, be the most attractive when responding to the above need. On the other
hand, demands on securing efficient formation and implementation of the national forest policy speak in favour
of an integrated structure as in Scenario A.
Regarding the present uncertainties in ownership
structure, the application of an integrated structure is
recommended at the first stage of institutional reform,
i.e. until the process of land reform is completed. This
would lead to the abolishment of GFE and the full subordination of SFEs to DFPA. Simultaneously, the
number and internal structure of SFEs should be assessed in conipliance with the new settings within the
State forest sector. When irnpleli~entingthe national
forest policy, SFEs should put more emphasis on extension, education and normative nieans, and not only
on the strict regulation, such as issuing of felling licences. Furthermore, the distinction between the newly established Forest Management Unit and Forest Control
and Extension Unit at the Forest Regions should be
made very clear.
The analysis of State forestry in the context of the
entire forest sector reveals an urgent need for initiatives
related to private forestry. First, effort should be made
to equalise the taxation and trading conditions for the
State and private forest sectors, in order to create the
prerequisites for fair competition. Second, a moderate
land tax should be introduced on all forest land, based
on the site productivity and stand characteristics, rather
than on the revenue generated from utilizing the land.
Hereby, the needed process of concentrating the forest
holdings into larger management units would be stepped
up, as owners are forced to make the choice whether to
or sell it to more motimanage the forest co~n~nercially
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vated entities. Third, the Land Law should be amended
in order to enable private companies, arid not just private individuals, to own forestland. Companies presumably are more capable of accumulating the capital needed for acquiring sufficient areas of forest land and, consequently, another prerequisite for improved efficiency
of the private forest sector is created.
The resulting more efficient and well-founded private forest sector will make the holistic consideration
less pressing, as the private sector becotnes strong
enough to stand up for itself. Consequently, the freedom of choice legarding the structure of State forestry
will be improved when the time comes for the second
stage of institutional refortn of the State forest sector.
It is, however, suggested that the overall choice
should rely on the weighing of pros and corts of the
various scenarios. This weighing can never be entirely
objective since it expresses a political standpoint, resulting from the ideology of the decision-maker. A possible framework for developtnent of the forest sector
could be the planning concept of National Forest Progralnlnes provided by The International Panel of Forests (e.g. Egestad 1999; Boon et al. 1999).
Whatever tnode of strategy formation is chosen,
research on institutions should be further strengthened
in order to reduce the subjectivity of decisions. Failure
of a political decision may be very costly, which is
confirmed by the present deficiencies of the institutiotial
organization in the Lithuanian State forest sector.
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